### MANAGEMENT COORDINATION

- Intra-task force cooperation
- Integration of local jurisdiction’s system

### COMMUNICATIONS

- Intra-task force
- Inter-task force
- With DFO, EOC, POA and other facilities

### PLANNING/BRIEFING ACTIVITIES

- Planning sessions
- Task force briefings
- Shift scheduling/rotation/change over
- Resource utilization

### BASE OF OPERATIONS LAYOUT/SET UP

- Physical layout/site safety
- Cache set up/organization
- Adequacy of sleeping/feeding/sanitation arrangements, etc.

### MEDICAL ISSUES

- Care/treatment of task force personnel
- Canine issues
- Victim treatment/hand-off
- Management of controlled drugs/medicines/supplies and adequacy of the cache
- Victim summary

### SUPPLY/LOGISTICS ISSUES

- Property accountability
- Resource tracking (between work sites, etc.
- Tool care/maintenance
- Resupply requests

### PERSONAL SAFETY ISSUES

- Use of personal protective gear
- Rest/feeding/rehabilitation of personnel
- Emergency signalling procedures
- CISD monitoring/intervention

### INTERPERSONAL SKILLS/PERSONAL PERFORMANCE

- Task force management personnel
- Task force personnel